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A study was devised to assess the impact of two
teacher aids--"teleseriesu teacher manuals and "communiques"--used in
conjunction with in-school television series. Teacher manuals, in
addition to providing lesson related information, cross-referenced
the programs and units to state approved textbooks and provided
suggested student reading. The communiques provided, in their half
hour after scbool broadcasts, preview information by the television
teacher, with emphasis on content, teacher presentation methods,
discussion topics, and suggested pre- and post-program activities.
The results of the study suggest that various physical, content, and
organizational characteristics of the televised teacher communiques
and teacher manuals used with elementary school level instructional
television series are positively evaluated by teachers; that
significant student learning results from instructional television;
that increased student learning is a function of the nature of
teacher self-preparatory activity; that teachers do not engage in a
high frequency of pre- or post-telelesson activity with their
students; and that in general, exposure to two teacher aids is more
influential than a single aid. (SH)
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Virtual7v all _evisicn series are accompanied hy various

k"nds c-F teach=," aids. such a'ds are aimed at the improvement of student

learning by highlighting for the teacher basic content to be covered i-

forthcoming programs, new vocabulary to be introduced, suggested pre and

post broadcast activiti s and citing appropriate source material. Few,

if any, studies have heen conducted to assess the impact of such teaoher

aids on the intended audiences teachers and students. The teacher aids

of concern here are teleseries teacher manuals and the television "communi-

cues". The teacher manuals in addition to providing lesson related infor-

mation, cross-reference the programs and units to state approved text-zooks

and provide suggested student r=ading. The communioues provide, in their

half hour after school time broadcasts, preview information by the television

teacher on forthcoming five lesson 'blocks, with emphasis on content, teacher

presentation methods, discussion topics, and suggested pre and post program

activities.

The purposes of the present study were to (a) develop and apply a set of

rating scales aimed at evaluating various content, organizational and physi-

cal aspects of these two types of teacher aids, (b) investigate the impact of

the aids on teacher knowledge and behavior, and (c) examine student learn'n9:.

* The research repo-ted herein was conducted under a contract betwe=n the
Georgia Departrent of Education and the University of Georgia as tart 35 a
larger project, "The Development and Field Test of an Evaluation for
Educational Television" under the direction of the first named author.

Paper presented at the 1972 Meetings of the American Educational Research
. Association, April 5, Chicago, Ill.
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under various conditions of teacher use of the aids. The ultimate a:7 was

to use the resull-ing data as inputs Into a lar-zer project concerned with

educational television evaluation model building.

METHODOLOGY

The study was divided into two parts. The first dealt with twc tele-

lessons from the second s-rade social studies series, Wonderful You.

15 minute 33 lesson series is intended to guide the child toward a better

understanding of what is human about man and how he can become more sp.

Specific research efforts in this investigation dealt with two lessons

concerned with general problems in city planning and the development of

the super-capital of E5razil, Basilia. Focus in this study was on student

and teacher learning. The second study used two telelessons from a sixth

grade discovery math series, Patterns. The lessons, from the 33 part 20

minute discovery oriented mathematics series, focused on concepts and

methods of measuring volume. The focus in this study was on student learn-

ing and the impact of the manual and communicue on pre and post telelesson

teacher behavior.

Identification of Instructional Objectives

The manuals and communicues and telelesson tapes were studied by pairs

of experienced teachers. After a brief training in stating behavioral ob-

jectives, the teachers provided sets of objectives for both teachers and

students. A total cf 36 teacher and 25 student oblectives were generated

from the Wonderful You ma-e,-,;a1. Examination of Patterns yielded 45 teacher

and 36 student objectives.

Instrumentation
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PaseH on the ---:4.ctrvz 4e,"'ved using the just decriLe rocedure the

following instruments were constructed:

(a) A 25 item Wonderfu' You student achievement test based on tele-

lesson and manual objectives.

(h) A 20 item Wonderful You teacher achievement test haseci only on the

teacher co--unique ob4ectives.

(c) A 75 it=-m observation schedule, the Patterns Observation Iummarv,

based on the teacher manual and communique objectives. The cate-

gories teacher gives, teacher asks, and pupil responds were used

for each of the 75 ohjectives,and

(d) An 18 item Patterns student achievement test based on manua:

and television objectives.

In addition 26 item manual and 21 item communique rating scales were

constructed. A five point scale (5 = Excellent, . . 1 = Poor) was used.

Samples and Procedures

Teachers and students usina the Wonderful You series we,-,e identified

by the Social Science Curriculum Director of a large Georgia school system

and were randomly assigned hv teacher to one of three groups; (1) view

communiaue only, (2) view communique and study manual, and (3) study manual

only. Two grouPs cf non-ITV users were also identified, and additional groups

designated; a (4) no-view nc-study group and a (5) student view on group.

The final sample re described in Table 1. Teachers in groups 1, 2,3,

Insert Table 1 about here

and 4 met at the same time. Groups 1 and 2 viewed the Wonderful You communique,

3
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completed a rating form, ant Look the achievement test. Group three

teachers completed a manual evaluation form and the achievement test.

achievement test was also administered to the teachers in Group 4

students had viewed the two telelessons during scheduled broadcast time

the achievement test was atministered.

The groups for the Patterns study were developed in apProximately the

same way as those for Wonderful You. One difference being that two differ-

ent school systems had to he used in order to secure large enough smples.

The final sample sizes are described in Tahle 1. A student view only group

was not used in this study as it was felt that the control group provided

sufficient data for evaluating the effectiveneSs of the three treatment com-

binations.

Communique and manual evaluation forms were administered to the appro-

priate groups of teachers, and student achievement tests given following

scheduled broadcasts of the two telelessons. In addition a group cf -7unior

college students was given a brief training session in the application of

the observation schedule and in test administration. All teachers were

observed for approximately 30 minutes immediately before and after each

telelesson broadcast.

RESULTS

Evaluation of Communiques

The range of mean ratings (five Point scale) for both series communi-

ques was quite large with a modal rating of about three. Although cuite

similarly evaluated, the Patterns communique tended to receive higher

ratings than the Wonderful You manual probably due to the fact that it was

considerably more "methods" oriented. Teachers felt that the poorest charac-

4



teristic of the communi:ues was the soh duled showinF time (afte-

but that both effected organized, accurate, useful, inf=ative

and helpful l_resentations. In general the grcuP wIlo had studied pro-

Priate materiaL prior to viewinc,- the communicL:e tended to somewh,.:

higher ratings.

Evaluation oF anuals

As with the cou-icues, the two series manuals tended to evidence simi-

lar ratings. The majority of the ratings were between three and four. It

was felt that the material was not at an appropriate level of dif:_ Ity for

the students. High ratings were given accuracy of material, adecuacy of

lesson bibliography, readability and practicalness. It was again noted that

if a teacher had both viewed the communicue and studied the manual, his-her

ratings tended to be given, particularly with regard to practicalness of

follow-up activities. The general physical characteristics (print size,

binding, illustraticn) were rated highly.

Student and Teacher Achievement Wondecul You

Descriptive statistics resulting from the administration of the achieve-

ment tests to both teachers and students are summarized in Table 2. It can

Insert Table 2 about here

be seen that the Wonderful You twenty item teacher achievement test did not

show large diF'erences between groups. This was confirmed by a non-signifi-

cant F-ratio derived f-om an analysis cf variance. It would appear. however,

when treatment means are compared with the control, that so7,e benefit can be

shown to he derived from studying the manual and/or viewing the co=unique.

5



The relatively high score cf :he control group was unexpected and might be

evaluated as inc.iting :ha: the test was not as specific to the televiL'on

material as thought.

Examination cf the student test data reveals quite a different 1-_ic-

ture of the impact on student learnings as transferred facilitated c- trans-

lated by teachers from the teacher aid materials. The student groups whose

teachers studied the manual and reviewed the communicue achieved hi=her

than the other groups. As might he expected, there is little difference

between those groups whose :eachers had studied only the manual or viewe:1

the communiaue. This eye-hall analysis of the significance of the mean

differences was confirmed by a five group one-way analysis of variance

(F = 179.5, d.f. = 14/LL48, 0910 .01). Subsequent application of Duncan's
P

Ne../ Multiple Range Test indicated non-chance significant difference between

all groups except for the manual only and communique only groups.

Studen-._ Achievement - Patterns

The means and standarl deviations for the four student Patterns

grouPs are found in Tablc, 2. Again a differential teacher-preparation

treatment effect is noted. The unexpected finding that the communique and

manual group was not the highest is noted. The students in the manual, and

communiaue group achieved approximately as expected when compared with each

other, and with the control g-roup. But their superiority over the co--unique

and manual group was puzzling. Investigation of the manual and communioue

groups indicated that they were composed of definitely above averaze studen:s

with respect to both intelligence and achievement. These groups, hv chance,

had experienced considerable exposure to the content of the telelesscn prior

to their involvement in the experiment. An analysis of variance was Performed

which yielded significant results (F = 70.63, d.f. = 3/614, p44eP .:1).
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Applicat'on c' Mu't'Dle ne Tr-st to the ±ferences between

means indicated si7nificant f'erences tetueen the cunicue only and

communicue and manual, and control group, and between the manual only and

communique and manual and control groups. There was no siznificant differ-

ence between the cor-unicue c 17 and manual only or cornmunicue and manual

anc control groups.

Teacher Behavior - Pattern=

Application of the Patterns Observation Summary did nct reveal a hicrh

frecuency of teacher pre or post lesson activity that was tied specifically

to the telelesson objectives. It was expected that the teachers exposed

to the manual and/or communique would he aware of more activities and De--

haps utilize more of them in their classrooms. Although the communique and

manual group tended to use more relevant activities no remay,kable data

were observed. It is cuite likely that the practical limits of time impose

restrictions on teacher Preparatory activities. The-re is always a cuestion

of reliability of o'uservers and the limited sampling of teacher behavior

taken in this study. The observation techniauc however would seem to

warrant further study.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are warranted from analysis of the data:

(1) Various physical, content and organizational characteristics of

the televised teacher communicues, and teacher manuals used with

elementary school level instructional television series are posi-

tively evaluated 'Py teachers.

(2) Significant student learning results from instructional television.

(3) increased student learning is a function of the nature of teacher
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self--,--e:=ratory activity. T-.7" teachers study series manuals and/or

view te',--vi=A ccrmunicues, their students 1,.,Arn mcr- than :-= -L:ley

do not enzage in such activites. Althouh it is not ir,T-,ediately

apcarent in tea :-.-..-s ,'ccn t,=,st;ng with a relevant achievement test,

thre is a di====e-ential effect on student learning which an

assiEned to cne cr hcth teacher aids-manuals and/cr ccmmunicues.

Ferhacs the exccsure to teacher aids does result in some kind cf

sensitization of the teachers to relevant content and cicHatives

which ultimately .--ret translated and communicated to stude-..ts.

(4) Teachers do not engage in a high freauency of pre or post telelesson

activity with their students.

(5) In general exzosure to twc teacher aids is more influential than

a single aid.

8
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